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Abstract. Delineation of drainage basins is a popular terrain analysis method for digital elevation model 
(DEM) data. Currently, a deterministic delineation method is available in a number of terrain analysis 
software applications. The method uses elevation data for defining flow directions for each elevation point of 
a DEM and then follows flow paths from a pour point to all upstream points. The influence of a DEM error in 
the delineation process can be handled by replacing a single DEM D with the distribution of possible correct 
DEMs p(D). This uncertainty can be integrated into automatic delineation by using the Monte Carlo method, 
which uses realisations of DEMs drawn from p(D) to calculate probability maps for drainage basin 
delineations. The benefits of using Monte Carlo-based probability estimation in comparison with 
deterministic delineation are numerous. Firstly, the Monte Carlo method gives additional information by 
providing a clear ‘probability band’ for the catchment boundary, where the width of the band is dependent on 
local topography and the parameters of the DEM error model. In the extreme case, the band covers large 
areas around the drainage divide. Secondly, in some cases there exist two or more alternative boundaries that 
will become visible using the Monte Carlo method, whereas a deterministic approach is forced to pick only 
one of them. The number of samples required to accurately estimate the uncertainties in delineations is not 
clear, but according to earlier studies, estimation can require hundreds or thousands of samples. Our 
experiments on a single computer have shown that the use of the Monte Carlo method together with drainage 
basin delineation algorithms is a computationally demanding problem. In addition, the problem in current 
terrain analysis software applications is that they are not designed for large DEMs, which require  
distribution of the processed data and computations between multiple computers. In this paper, we improve 
existing drainage basin delineation methods for uncertain DEM data by improving and comparing distributed 
algorithms, used for computing probability maps of the delineations. We measure the performance and 
behavior of algorithms in different cases and compare the results of MPI (with spatial distribution of the data) 
and GRID (without spatial distribution) based implementations.  
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1. Introduction 
Automatic delineation of drainage basins from digital elevation models (DEMs) is a well-established 
technique used in terrain analysis (Figure 1). The method uses DEM to find the area from which water flows 
to a user-given pour point. The operation is easy to implement in principle, but a lack of high quality data 
and the amount of computing needed forces us to use of simplified, heuristical approaches making the task 
challenging in practice.  

In DEM, data is organised into a two-dimensional, typically rectangular grid where each discrete 
coordinate pair is linked to a single height value. These surface heights are used to calculate drainage basins 
in DEM. One way to increase the robustness of the delineation method based on elevation data is to take the 
measurement errors and uncertainties in the original elevation data into account. This can be done by 
replacing a single DEM D with the distribution of possible correct DEMs p(D). The use of distributions leads 
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to delineation results where each cell x of a DEM has a probability P(x) to belong to the drainage divide. To 
calculate the probability map P(x) of drainage basin delineation, we used a modelling method developed in 
[2,3,4,12,13]. The method makes use of original gridded DEM data G, error model parameters for E and a 
ditch network to generate samples from DEM distribution p(D). 

 
Fig. 1: Illustration of a delineation (thick line), known ditches (thinner lines)  

and the drainage basin's pour point (top right). 

At first, an error surface E is added to the DEM G to simulate a sample from the distribution of possible 
DEMs p(D), D=G+E. The probability model used for DEM error surface E is Normal distribution N(0, Σ) 
with localised spatial correlation structures that are specified by a distance h based semivariogram γ(h). In 
our implementation, the semivariogram function [11] is controlled by three parameters: function type F, 
range φ  and sill σ2. The function type F controls the curvature of the semivariogram function. The other two 
parameters fix the statistical properties of the surface to the desired values. The range parameter φ controls 
the distance when the semivariance has grown to 2/3rd of its maximum value. The final parameter, total 
variance or sill σ2 sets the maximum error or variance at each cell.  After the creation of a sample DEM 
surface, the qualitative properties of the realised sample are further improved by carving the known ditch 
network into the DEM sample. This is done in order to preserve flow paths in known ditches and rivers. 
After these pre-processing steps, the DEM's local surface depressions are removed with Wang & Liu's fast 
method [14] and the resulting depressionless DEM is used for catchment delineation.  Finally, we use a 
modified version of Jenson's and Domingue's algorithm [1,8] to find drainage basins in the area and use a 
mean value of delineation samples to analyse uncertainties in drainage basin delineations. This approach is 
based on the use of Monte Carlo simulation [6] to approximate integrals arising when calculating expected 
values. 

2. Distributed Computing 
The developed distributed computing methods for calculating drainage basin delineations are based on the 
parallel computing framework and techniques described in [7,8,14] (Figure 2). In the framework, computers 
(computing nodes) are gathered into groups which each have enough memory to process a single DEM 
instance. Each groups' nodes then divide the DEM among themselves in proportion to their memory 
resources. This distribution of data provides each node with a continuous rectangular area whose 
computations it is responsible for. DEMs are then sent one by one to each computer. After these initialization 
steps, the elevation data is processed in parallel and resulting delineations are collected in a central node. 
This central node receives two-dimensional delineation data, updates the current mean value of the 
probability map and stores delineation results to a hard disk from which it can be read for visualisation 
purposes.  
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Fig. 2: Transfer and distribution of DEM data between nodes (Method 3). 

Table 1: Pseudocode for Method 1. 
1  

Procedure Method-1(DEM D, int nodes, noiseparams ns,  
                   points pourpoints, points rivernetwork) 

2   
3  

;; only single node (root/server/central node) gets dem data D + other 
parameters  

4  ;; and delivers them to the other nodes. 

5  If(isRootNode())  

6    For n=1..nodes                               ;; n nodes 

7      sendStartCommand(n, D, nodes, ns, pourpoints, rivernetwork); 

8    EndFor 

9     

10    iters = 0; 

11    While(iters < ITERLIMIT) 

12      For n=1..nodes ;; n nodes 

13        While(hasData(R)) 

14          R = fetchAndRemoveResultFromNode(n);   ;; checks if node has  

15          combineToResults(R);                   ;; results to fetch  

16          iters = iters + 1; 

17        EndWhile 

18      EndFor 

19    EndWhile 

20    SendTerminateMessageToNodes(nodes);          ;; tells worker nodes to stop 

21  Else 

22    receiveDataFromRoot(D, nodes, ns, pourpoints); 

23  
  set_rivernetwork(D, rivernetwork, -infinity); ;; set heights at river 
cells to -inf 

24    While(needMoreResults()) ;; continue until we have enough results (root tells when to stop) 

25  
    N = processConvolution(sizeof(D), ns);     ;; uses FFT to create error 
surface 

27  
    N = N + D;                                 ;; add error surface to the 
DEM 

28      N = removeSurfaceDepressions(N);           ;; remove surface deps (W&L) 

29      N = calculateFlowDirections(N);            ;; calculate flow directions 

30      R = calculateDrainageBasin(N, pourpoints); ;; finds delineation 

31      storeToDisk(R);                            ;; store result to disk 

32    EndWhile 

33  EndIf 
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In addition to data division, different parts of the computation are divided into separate modules. These 
modules or stages form a computational pipeline in which each part operates in parallel in a separate thread. 
This use of the pipeline design pattern [5] makes it possible to better utilise multi-core processors and 
separate different tasks to modules which can be added, removed, modified and debugged without affecting 
other parts of the computation. Each part of the pipeline takes the results from the previous task's output 
buffer, processes it, and puts it into its own output buffer. The synchronization between pipeline stages uses 
the consumer-producer synchronization mechanism.  

To test the effectiveness of our distributed algorithms, we implemented delineation methods in three 
ways. The simplest, Method 1 only divides up generation of delineation samples among independently 
working CPUs from which the central node collects the results. The more complicated Method 2 also allows 
division of DEM data between multiple CPUs and makes use of the pipeline structure. Method 2 is the result 
of our earlier work and is described in more detail in [7,8]. The new Method 3 is the same as Method 2, 
except that whereas in Method 2 the inefficient transfer of results to the central node was inactivated during 
the tests, Method 3 sends results to the central node somewhat more efficiently and hence doesn't suffer so 
much from problems relating to network congestion problems. 

2.1. Method 1 
Our first method consists of two different kinds of processes. Initially, a “master” process starts the 
calculations by initializing computations at each “worker” processor. These worker processes receive all data 
from the master and then calculate and store delineation samples locally. The master process periodically 
polls for new results and retrieves them from workers to the master server, where the results from different 
workers are combined. The pseudocode for this implementation is in Table 1.  Unlike in Methods 2 and 3, 
the execution happens in a single thread. Initially, in the sampling stage, error surfaces are generated by 
using process convolution and Fourier transform [10]. Then, in the depression filling stage, we use Wang & 
Liu's method to fill surface depressions, to carve the know ditch locations to the DEM and to calculate flow 
directions for each cell. Finally, in the drainage basin delineation we find the basin by following flow paths 
from a pour point to its upstream points. These results are then stored on the disk until the central (or master) 
node collects them.  

2.2. Method 2 
As described earlier, in our second implementation of the delineation algorithms we use the pipeline design 
pattern which separates the different parts of computation into independent stages (Figure 2). Except for a 
few details, the overall implementation of Method 2 is almost the same as in Method 3 (Table 2). Unlike in 
Method 3, there is no separate Thread T5 to transfer the results. Instead, all the results are saved locally to 
the disk, and only the total number of samples generated is counted. In the other parts of the implementation, 
we have changed the delineation calculations so they will not compute flow directions in a separate stage (as 
in Method 1). Instead, the drainage basin delineation stage decides whether the cell can flow to the 
neighbouring cell locally, based on the height values of the surrounding cells. 

For the basis of distributed algorithms, we make use of non-distributed existing algorithms run by 
Method 1. The distributed implementation of process convolution for distributed DEM data calculates 
convolution with Fourier transforms. This requires transfer of border data from each node to its neighbours,  
so that convolution can be calculated at the edges. To distribute the next stage of the delineation process,  
Wang & Liu's method, we use the idea of speculative execution. Each node has its own priority queue which 
computes Wang & Liu's algorithm normally, except at the border of nodes, where spill attempts may be sent 
to the neighbouring nodes. Because these spill attempts coming from other nodes can cause recalculation of 
spill elevation values, the distributed method may enter cells already visited, if this will reduce their spill 
elevation height. This means that the distributed algorithm may visit each cell multiple times. The distributed 
implementation of the computation’s last stage (the distributed delineation of drainage basins) works always 
by entering unvisited cells which can flow into a cell already belonging to the basin. This execution is the 
same as in the non-distributed one, except that at the edges of the DEM area, visiting attempts are sent to the 
neighbouring nodes. For a more detailed description of our distributed delineation methods, see [7,8,2].  
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2.3. Method 3 
Table 2: Pseudocode for Method 3 (and Method 2). 

1  Procedure Method-2(DEM DEM, int nodes, noiseparams ns, node rootnode, 

                     point pourpoints, time timeLimit, int ITERNUM) 

2  ;; only single node (root node) gets dem data DEM 

3  ;; it divides computations and data between/to other nodes 

4   
5  {DEMi, Ni} = initClusters(nodes, ns, DEM); 

6   
7  set_rivernetwork(DEMi, rivernetwork, -infinity); 

8  Filter = calculateFilterMask(Ni, ns.type, ns.phi, ns.var); 

9   
10  iters = 0; 

11   
12  T1 = Start thread: Bi = ProcessConvolution(Ai, Filter, DEMi); 

13  T2 = Start thread: Ci = DepressionRemoval(Bi); 

14  T3 = Start thread: Di = DB-Delineation(Ci, pourpoints); 

15  T4 = Start thread: (Ei, iters) = StoreToDisk(Di, filename, iters); 

16   
17  ;; in separated process compute (in parallel) 

18  ;; loads results from disk and sends them to root node where 

19  ;; results are combined and stored 

20  T5 = Start thread: Fi = TransferAndCollect(rootnode, filename); 

21   
22 While((iters < ITERNUM || !isRootNode()) && getTime() < timeLimit &&  

23    isRunning(T1) && isRunning(T2) && isRunning(T3) && isRunning(T4)) 

24    ;; executes threads 

25    If(isRootNode()) 

26      iters = iters + 1; 

27      While(receiveIterationDoneMsg()) 

28        iters = iters + 1; 

29      EndWhile 

30    Else 

31      SendIterationDoneMsg();              ;; sends iteration done msg 

32    EndIf 

33 EndWhile 

34  
35 Stop threads T1, T2, T3, T4, T5; 

 
The overall computational procedure of Method 3 (and Method 2) progresses in the following way (Table 2). 
Initially, on line 5 we transfer data from a root node to other nodes. Then, on lines 7 and 8 we calculate a 
filter for process convolution and burn a river network into the DEM data. Next, on lines 12-20 we start the 
execution of pipeline stages. Notice here how the previous stage's output data is the input data of the next 
stage. The actual execution happens on lines 22-33 and ends when one of the termination conditions (lines 
22-23) becomes true. Execution ends when the given number of delineations have been generated, a certain 
amount of execution time has been spent or some computational stage stops executing prematurely. Threads 
1-4 (T1, T2, T3, T4) work together synchronously as a pipeline so that, except for a small buffering of 2-3 
samples, each computational stage cannot proceed until all the other stages are ready to proceed as well. This 
is different from the 5th thread (T5), which works more independently than the other steps. The results of 
thread 4 (T4) are stored on a disk from, which thread T5 searches for them and sends them to the central 
node, which combines and visualises the results.  

Another difference between Method 2 and 3 is the way the methods are used to decide if water can flow 
between cells. Unlike in Method 1, these decisions are done locally. In Method 2, water can flow to another 
cell if a source cell is not lower than a target cell. This rule is seemingly appropriate, but it can lead to 
strange results when water from one side of a hill can flow to the other side. Therefore, in Method 3 we use 
the whole 8-cell neighbourhood of each cell to make the decision. In Method 3, water can flow from a source 
cell only to the lowest neighbouring cell(s).  
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3. Results 
For the actual computations, we implemented the delineation algorithms by using a C++ and GNU GCC 
compiler. In the implementation of mathematical operations such as convolution, optimisation and special 
functions, we used the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) and the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW). 
The communications between computer nodes used the LAM-MPI Message Passing Interface library and 
either the Torque or SunGRID GRID environment. The running times were recorded on FGI's computer 
cluster, consisting of 4 computers and 16 CPUs. Each of the PCs had four Intel Xeon 2.266 GHz CPUs and 8 
Gibabytes of memory, ran on a Linux operating system and were connected through a 1 Gbit LAN.  

We tested performance of the methods in two different cases. The test data for the methods were a DEM 
representing the area of the Hämjoki drainage basin [2]. The 1447x1198 - sized DEM has 1,733,506 cells 
and a mesh size of 10 metres. In the first test, we tested the scalability behaviour of algorithms when the 
number of computing nodes was increased. The second experiment tested the behaviour of methods when 
the resolution of DEM changes. The resolution was changed so that the DEM data contained 0.25, 2, 4, 16, 
64, 256 or 1,024 times the cells of the original DEM. In both test cases, the DEM error model was normal 
distribution with exponential semivariogram model (σ2=1, φ =3) [11]. Here, the parameter values are given 
in DEM cells and are constant even when the DEM mesh size changes, as in the second experiment.  

The results in Figure 3 show how the mean number of delineation samples generated grows when the 
number of CPUs is increased. These numbers were recorded after 10 minutes of computation or calculated 
from the time used to generate 16 or more samples. All measurements in this experiment used the original 
DEM with 1447x1198 elevation points. From Figure 3 we can see how Method 1 is the fastest up to 6 CPUs, 
but loses its lead to Method 2 beyond 8 CPUs. When comparing Methods 2 and 3, we can see that for N = 1 
and 2 CPUs Method 3 is marginally faster than Method 2, but after this Method 2 is faster. This was 
expected because the values for Method 2 were recorded without transferring results to the central node. 
Therefore results from Method 2 are close to optimal, while idealised results can be achieved when it works 
perfectly. In general, all the methods show a clear linear trend and behave according to our earlier theoretical 
discussion.  

 

Fig. 3: Influence of the amount of CPUs on the number of Monte Carlo simulation runs. 

In experiment 2, we wanted to see how changes in DEM data size affected the practical performance of 
the algorithm. Based on the earlier discussion about our implementation the execution times should change 
proportionally to the DEM size. In Figure 4, we illustrate the number of DEM cells that can be processed in 
10 minutes by each delineation method. With each DEM size, we used 4 CPUs to calculate results. For the 
recorded values, we tried different configurations, from 1 PC with 4 CPUs to 4 PCs with 1 CPUs, and used 
the best results.  
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Fig. 4: Influence of DEM size on the total number of DEM cells  

processed during MC simulation (the number of CPUs: 4). 

For an optimal method, where the number of cells processed in a time unit should be nearly independent 
of DEM size, the curves in Figure 4 should be constant. We can see this to be approximately true for DEMs 
that have 0.25 to 16 times the cells of the original 1447x1198 DEM. For these DEM sizes, the fastest method 
is clearly Method 1. The second fastest algorithm is Method 3, which has improved its performance of the 
earlier Method 2. The virtues of Methods 2 and 3 over Method 1 become visible with larger DEMs (>= 64x), 
where the memory resources of a single node are not enough for the calculations. With these DEM sizes, 
Methods 2 and 3 distribute DEM data between multiple computing nodes for optimal results.  

4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have presented novel distributed algorithms for the removal of surface depressions and 
computation of drainage basin delineations. Because the generation of DEM realisations is readily 
distributable, the distribution of computation among K nodes can result into a nearly K-fold decrease in the 
running times. In our tests, we noticed that in addition to the large number of computations required in the 
Monte Carlo simulation, the non-parallel methods also struggle when they have to process DEMs that 
exceeds the memory capacity of a single node (as in Method 1).  

From the test results, we can see that both of these problems can be dealt with by parallelizing existing 
computational methods for the cluster of computers. However, using parallel computing techniques is not 
without problems. We noticed that the exact implementation of the data transfers from worker nodes to the 
central node can easily become the most crucial factor affecting overall performance. Therefore it is 
important to design the implementation so that 1) data transfers receive all the computing resources they 
need, while avoiding unnecessary polling, 2) the time required for data transfers is minimized at the cost of 
more complicated computations (e.g. the use of compression), and 3) the data transfer phase does not 
prohibit other parts of the program code from executing. A careful balance between the different processes is 
important for solid overall performance.  
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